The conformal Laplacian D = d*d + (n -2)s/4(n -1), acting on functions on a Riemannian manifold M n with scalar curvature s, is a conformally invariant operator. In this paper we will use D to construct new conformal invariants: one of these is a pointwise invariant, one is the integral of a local expression, and one is a nonlocal spectral invariant derived from functional determinants.
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The conformal Laplacian D = d*d + (n -2)s/4(n -1), acting on functions on a Riemannian manifold M n with scalar curvature s, is a conformally invariant operator. In this paper we will use D to construct new conformal invariants: one of these is a pointwise invariant, one is the integral of a local expression, and one is a nonlocal spectral invariant derived from functional determinants.
We begin in §1 by describing the Laplacian D and its Green function in the context of conformal geometry. We then derive a basic formula giving the variation in the heat kernel of D. This formula is strikingly simpler than the corresponding formula for the ordinary Laplacian given by Ray and Singer [15] .
The heat kernel of D has an asymptotic expansion k(t, x, x) ( 4πt)~n /2 Σa k (x)t k .
In §2 we prove that a (n _ 2)/2 is a pointwise conformal invariant of weight -2, i.e. it satisfies a (n _ 2)/2 (x; λ 2 g) = λ 2 a (n _ 2)/2 (x\ g), where g is the metric and λ is any smooth positive function. In particular, this shows the existence of a nontrivial locally computable conformally invariant density naturally associated to the conformal structure of an even dimensional manifold. The key to the proof is to consider the parametrix of the Green's function, which is obtained from the heat kernel by an integral transform. One finds that a (n _ 2)/2 occurs as the coefficient of the first log term in this parametrix, and its conformal invariance then follows directly from the conformal invariance of the Green's function.
In §3 we show that / a n/2 is a global conformal invariant (the calculations in §4 show that it is not a pointwise invariant). The proof is a direct calculation of the invariant of / a n/2 using equation (1.10).
In §4 we explicitly compute the conformal invariants J a n/2 f°Γ n = 2,4,6 and a (n _ 2) / 2 f°Γ n = 2,4,6,8. These computations are quite complicated when n = 6 and 8; they depend on the work of Gilkey [10] and connect nicely with the recent work of Fefferman and Graham [9] . We begin by reviewing the short list of explicitly known conformal tensors. For the conformal Laplacian acting on scalars, the invariant a (^n _ 2)/2 , « < 8, is a sum of these conformal tensors. For the bundle Laplacian, a {n _ Ί)/2 contains additional terms; these have led us to discover a new conformal tensor (Theorem 4.1). It is jointly associated to the conformal structure of M and the hermitian structure of the bundle, and is natural and regular in the sense of [1] . The invariants f a n/2 , n < 6, can then be expressed in terms of the Euler class of M and integrals of conformal tensors. In dimension 4, f a 2 is particularly interesting: it has a topological lower bound which is realized if and only if M is self-dual.
We were led to consider a (n _ 2)/2 and f a n/2 by the work of Branson and Θrsted [6] . Specifically, they (and Schimming [17] and Wύnsch [19] independently) proved that a {n _ 2)/2 is a conformal invariant for the wave operator. They then argued that the same result holds for the heat operators, and checked this for n = 2,4. They also conjectured Theorem 3.1 which they have now proved by different methods [7] .
In §5 we consider conformal deformations of the functional determinant of D. We prove that the determinant is a conformal invariant in odd dimensions (Theorem 5.3). This gives a new global conformal invariant, constructed from the spectrum of D. In even dimensions the determinant is not conformally invariant, but we obtain interesting invariants by considering the ratio of determinants. Specifically, we use the solution of the Yamabe problem on a spin manifold to construct conformal Laplacians D L , Π R on left and right spinors. The ratio detD L /detD Λ is then a locally smooth function on the space of all metrics which we explicitly compute (equation (5.6)). Furthermore, the "conformal anomaly" d log(detD L /detD Λ ) is a conformally invariant 1-form on each conformal class (given by integration against the Λt-polynomial as a differential form in the curvature). The invariance of this conformal anomaly reflects a dichotomy: on each conformal class either detD L /detD Λ is invariant (we give examples of this), or this ratio has no critical points in the conformal orbit.
The unifying feature to the invariants of this paper is the zeta function associated to the conformal Laplacian. Roughly speaking, the invariants in §2 is the residue at s = 1 of the local zeta function ξ(s, x\ the invariant of §3 is ζ(0), and the conformal anomaly is
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The conformal Laplacian
The conformal Laplacian on an ^-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g) is
where s is the scalar curvature of the metric g and a = (n -2)/4(n -1). This operator arises in the well-known formula describing the conformal behavior of scalar curvature: changing the metric conformally to g x = e 2f g transforms as to as = e -(n + 2)f/2 π e (n-2)f/2 (cf. [3] This formula is best understood in the context of conformal geometry.
Recall that a conformal structure on M is an equivalence class of metrics with g 0 ~ g x if g λ = e 2f g 0 for some f e. C°°(M). Equivalently, it is a reduction of the oriented GL(n) frame bundle of Γ*M to a bundle F c whose structure group is the conformal group CO(n) = R* X SO(n). For each w G R we have a representation w: A •-> (det^)*^" of CO(n), and hence a trivial real line bundle L w = F c x w R associated to the conformal structure. Each metric g 0 within the conformal class determines an SO(n) subbundle F c F c and an identification i gw : 
Most of our theorems will involve the heat kernel of D . This is the distribution
As is well known (cf. [13] , [15] ) k g exists, is smooth for t > 0, satisfies k(t, x, y) = k(t, y 9 x), and is a semigroup in t under convolution. This is seen by writing the first integral on the right as a limit of integrals over [δ, / -8] X M, integrating by parts and using (1.5).
The following variational formula will be important later. Lemma 1.1. Let g E = e 2εf g be a smooth l-parameter family of metrics, and k ε (t, x, y) the heat kernels for 3, + Π gε . Then 
where the dot denotes d/dε at ε = 0. For φ = k, the last term in (1.6) vanishes, as can be seen by using the product rule for d/dε and the convolution property of k. We can then symmetrize (1.6) in x and y, noting that
which vanishes since D is selfadjoint.
A local invariant
Near the diagonal ofMxM the heat kernel k of D g on a hermitian vector bundle E with compatible connection v has a parametrix
where r = dist(jc, y\ and for each L and t < 1
for some c x > 0 (cf. [13] , [15] ). On the diagonal, the coefficients a k (x, x) e Γ(End(£)) are regular local invariants of weights -2k as in [1] . This means that: (i) a k (x, x) is given by a universal expression in the metrics of M and E, the connection coefficients of V, and their derivatives, (ii) a k is invariant under the action of the group of all bundle automorphisms, (iii) when the metric g is scaled to λ 2 g, λeR, then a k changes toλ~2 k a k . Now the a k (x, x) are invariants of the Riemannian structure of M constructed from the conformal Laplacian, and one might ask whether they are conformal invariants, i.e. does (iii) hold when λ is a smooth function? Unfortunately this is not the case because the distance function r-which is crucial to the expansion (2.1)-is not well behaved under conformal changes of metric. Indeed, while a o (x, x) = 1 is invariant, a λ (x, x) is a multiple of the scalar curvature so is not conformally invariant. There is, however, one notable exception:
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that n = dim M is even and let w = n/2 -1.
where the left-hand side is computed from the metric g = e 2^g . Remark. In contrast, the heat kernel expansion (2.1) for the usual Laplacian d*d contains no conformal invariants: in the conformal normal coordinate systems used in [12] the heat kernel of d*d agrees with the euclidean heat kernel to arbitrarily high order.
Before proving Theorem 2.1 we note that there is a close relationship between the heat kernel parametrix (2.1) and the parametrix of the Green's operator (cf. [8] ). We shall give an elementary proof below. Consider a general second order self adjoint elliptic operator D = V *V + (lower order terms) on T(E) over a compact Riemannian manifold M. Standard elliptic theory shows that there is a complete basis of L 2 (E) consisting of smooth eigenfunctions {φ,} of D whose eigenvalues are real, discrete, and bounded below. Hence L 2 (E) decomposes as the direct sum of the finite dimensional spaces L 2 _(E), LQ(E) spanned by the eigenf unctions with negative and zero eigenvalues, and the infinite dimensional space L\(E) of eigenfunctions with positive eigenvalues. The inverse of
and G~ is the corresponding sum over {λ Λ: <c 0}. Similarly the heat kernel
and k~, k° are the corresponding sums over {λ^ < 0} and (λ^ = 0}.
Theorem 2.2. In a neighborhood of the diagonal of M X M, the Green 9 s function of D has an expansion
where Φ o and Φ x are bounded, w = n/2 -1, and
Proof. First note that k~ and k° have asymptotic expansions as t -> 0 which involve only nonnegative powers of ί; hence k + (t, x, y) has a parametrix which agrees with (2.1) for L < n/2. Now (2.4) and (2.5) imply that and a similar formula for ε*G g (x, y). Now combine these, expanding exp(w/), ε*a k {x, y), and ε*a k (x, y) in their Taylor series at x. The result is
where r 2 = \y\ 2 and Q is a polynomial in y. This implies that a w {x, x) =
A global invariant
Let {a k } be the heat kernel coefficients of the conformal Laplacian on a bundle E. In this section we will show that on an even dimensional manifold, ftτa n/2 (x, x)dυ g is a conformal invariant (here tr denotes the trace in the fiber of E at x).
To fix notation, let (M n ,g) be a compact Riemannian manifold and let Θ g = {e 2f g\f G C°°(M)} be the set of metrics conformal to g. For each k, the formula
In particular, if n is even, then J n/ , 2 ~ fM^τ a n/2 ίiS a conformal invariant. This theorem is proved by calculating the term-by-term variation in the heat kernel asymptotics. A direct approach requires careful analysis (cf. [5] , [7] ). We will instead use the zeta function which is needed in §5. It is defined by where (λ^ are the eigenvalues of D counted with multiplicity. Taking the Mellin transform gives where k + is the heat kernel (2.5). It follows that ξ(s) is analytic for Re(s) » 0 and has a meromoφhic continuation to C with only simple poles (cf. [15] 
Similarly, one finds (cf. [16] ) that when n = dim M is even 
Conformal invariants: Examples
In this section we will explicitly calculate the conformal invariants of Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 for dimensions 2, 4, 6, and 8. These invariants are polynomials in the curvature tensor R iJkl (= \d/dx k , (V/V y -VjV^d/dxî n our conventions) and its covariant derivatives. Few such conformally invariant curvature polynomials are known. However the results of §2 give new invariants of this type. We will write down the simplest of these.
For n > 4 the space of curvature tensors decomposes under the action of O{n) into three irreducible pieces corresponding to the scalar curvature s = R'Jjj, the traceless Ricci curvature [9] have shown the existence of a series of increasingly complicated conformally invariant scalars. They explicitly computed the first of these; in dimension n it is where ΔW is the tensor with components W ijklpp (this also appears in [11] ). Theorem 2.1 also gives a series of conformally invariant scalars a n/2 _ λ (x, x). Moreover, when applied to the conformal Laplacian on a hermitian vector bundle E, Theorem 2.1 shows the existence of a series of conformally invariant scalars tτA n/2 _ ι (x y x) naturally associated to the conformal structure of M and the hermitian connection V on E. These are polynomials in the Riemannian curvature, the curvature F iJ e End(£) of V, and their covariant derivatives. Since tτA n/2 _ 1 is a multiple of a n/2 _ ι plus terms involving F ij9 the sum of the terms involving F tJ is itself conformally invariant (cf. (4.5)). The first such example is rather obvious (it is essentially \F\ 2 when n = 6). As we will see below, the next example (n = 8) has the form We can now calculate the heat kernel coefficients a t (x, x) for the conformal Laplacian (1.1). According to Gilkey [10] a o (x,x) = 1,
e6f [(F,AF)-(2n-6)A +(n -4)B -{In -8)C-4Z> + IE],
There is a similar expression for a 3 (x, x) involving 17 curvature invariants; it is computed in the appendix. The formulas become even longer when one turns to the conformal Laplacian on a vector bundle of rank k. As above we denote the heat kernel coefficients for the bundle Laplacian by A t (x, y) and those of the scalar Laplacian by a t {x, y). Gilkey's results show that the traces of the 9 where
.4. The heat kernel for the conformal Laplacian on a rank k vector bundle E over a compact orientable Riemannian 4-manifold has an asymptotic expansion satisfying j k(t, JC, X) -(4πt)~2 vol(M) + I 2 + O(t)
• A .
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Hence 480 I 2 > k[\p x (M)\ -fχ(Af)] + S0\p 1 (E)\ for any metric and connection on E -> M, and equality holds if and only if E -> M (oriented appropriately) is a self-dual bundle over a self-dual 4-manifold.
Self-duality is, of course, a conformally invariant condition on 4-manifolds.
Functional determinants and nonlocal invariants
Consider a general bundle conformal Laplacian D with v negative eigenvalues (counted with multiplicity). Motivated by the observation that -f'(0) is formally Σ log λ /5 one defines the determinant of D by
The determinant is a smooth function of the metric (cf. [14] ). This is seen by choosing an a > 0 not in the spectrum and writing £(*)= Σ |λ,Γ+ Σλr; λ, < a Xj> a both summands are then locally smooth functions even near metrics with nontrivial kernel.
In this section we will show that detD is a conformal invariant on odd dimensional manifolds. For even dimensional spin manifolds, we will introduce conformal Laplacians Π L and Π R on left and right spinors, and show that the variation of detD L /detD Λ is a conformally invariant one-form on each conformal class of metrics. For special metrics, this ratio is itself a conformal invariant.
We Proof. Let F.P. denote the finite part at s = 0. Then for {φ n } an orthonormal basis of the λ M -eigenspace [16] . The proposition follows as in (3.2) and (3.3) . This gives (a) for k~, and hence for k~+ k° (since δ(dimkerD) = 0). We showed in §3 that (a) holds for k, so it holds for k + by subtraction. Part (b) follows easily after noting that the above calculation is valid on each negative eigenspace.
F.P\T{ S )ζ(s)\ = F.P.[T(s)(m +
Since v is a conformal invariant, the variation of ζ '(0) is the variation of -logdetD if detD Φ 0. Thus Proposition 5.1 gives δ^detD and produces our first invariant: detD on an odd dimensional manifold. (Note that this is nonzero on a conformal class admitting a metric of positive scalar curvature). Physicists call ω a conformal anomaly. What is anomolous is that, naively, one might expect that the determinant of an invariant operator to be invariant.
is an operator between two different bundles. Hence the eigenvalues and the determinant depend on an identification L w = L w+2 (which is equivalent to a choice of metric). The 1-form ω measures the variation in this identification.
It has recently been shown that the existence of other similar anomalies (e.g. the chiral anomaly discussed by Atiyah and Singer [2] ) is forced by topological considerations. In contrast, the conformal anomaly has no such topological content (Θ g and Jί are contractible).
To introduce the Laplacians which produce an invariant in even dimensions, we have to discuss the Yamabe problem. The Yamabe invariant μ of a conformal class Θ is where V g is the volume of (M, g). By the solution of the Yamabe problem [3] , [18] , [12] in each conformal class there is a metric g 0 which realizes this infimum; it has constant scalar curvature s Q = μV go /n . Moreover, this metric is unique if μ < 0 and we normalize by requiring V go = 1. Now C^iM) acts on Jί via conformal transformations. Since M and C™(M) are contractible, the fibration Jί -*Jί/C™{M) admits global sections. Indeed, the solution of the Yamabe problem provides a smooth section over the set of conformal classes with μ < 0. When μ > 0 the lack of uniqueness in the Yamabe problem complicates matters, but we can still define local sections as follows.
Fix a metric g 0 of constant scalar curvature μ and volume 1 and set p = A/n -2. For each nearby metric g, the Yamabe problem is equivalent to solving the nonlinear elliptic eigenvalue problem Π ε f= aλf p+ι (then f p g E has constant scalar curvature λ). By linearizing this equation and applying the implicit function theorem one can show that the Yamabe problem can be uniquely solved for volume 1 metrics in a neighborhood of g 0 provided i(n + 2)μ/(n -1) is not an eigenvalue of Π gQ . Thus for generic g 0 we obtain a smooth local section σ: U'^> Jt whose image consists of metrics of volume 1 with constant scalar curvature s = μ depending smoothly on g. Now let (M,g) be a compact oriented spin manifold. We will use this neighborhood Proof. Apply Proposition 5.1, noting that by Gilkey's Theorem [1] η = *Ά a n/i( χ )"" a n/2( x )] i s a PontΓJagin form and hence a pointwise conformal invariant [4] . We may thus assume that the scalar curvature s is constant. Then The conformal invariance of the 1-form (5.3) means that either the function detD L /detD Λ has no critical point on a given conformal class, or else this ratio is itself a conformal invariant. We now give some families of metrics for which the latter holds. 
Appendix
The results of §4 require an explicit expression for a 3 (x, x) in terms of the Weyl, traceless Ricci, and scalar curvatures. This is obtained by a long calculation, summarized here. Applying Gilkey's results [10] to the conformal Laplacian (1.1), n > 2, we obtain a 3 (x, x) = (4π)~n /2 Σc i A i , where the 17 curvature invariants {A t } and their coefficients { c i } are listed in the first two columns of Table I . (Note that the curvature R iJkl used in [10] differs from ours by a minus sign, and that the heat kernel coefficients tabulated in [10] are for the operator V *V -E, so in our notation E = -as.)
Each A t is a polynomial in the scalar, Ricci, and full curvature tensors, and there is a corresponding polynomial B t in the scalar, traceless Ricci, and Weyl tensors. These {Z?,} are listed in Table II . The formulas converting the {^4,} to the {B t } appear in the last column of Table I . Using these, we find that έϊ 3 (jc,jc) = {Aπ)-n/2 {l\y ι Σd i B i , where the {</,.} are listed in Table II for dimension n, then for dimensions 6 and 8. Thus for n = 8, a 3 (x, x) is (A.I) (4T7) 3 
7!
The formula for a 3 (x, x) for n = 6 (3rd column of Table II ) is more complicated, but its integral simplifies because the functions 
